SOLO MODE
Unlike the basic game, in all these scenarios (except maybe the last), all players involved work together against an automa
ADELE. Because of this, there’s no need to maintain any kind of secrecy during the game, so there’s no need to assign the sector
mission tiles to specific players. They can be kept face-up for all players to see and all objects in the ship can be left face-up once
inspected. It is best to keep the objects in the inventories face down, though, so as not to confuse them with the active ones, but
there’s no problem in showing them to other players at any time.
ADELE IN THE SETUP
At the beginning of a scenario, place the anomaly counters on the turns indicated below:

DIFFICULTY: MEDIUM

1ST ANOMALY 2ND ANOMALY 3RD ANOMALY

Turn 15
Turn 16
Turn 12
Turn 10

DIFFICULTY: HIGH

1ST ANOMALY 2ND ANOMALY 3RD ANOMALY 4RD ANOMALY

Turn 5
Turn 6
Turn 4
Turn 4

Turn 10
Turn 11
Turn 8
Turn 7

Turn 15
Turn 16
Turn 13
Turn 10

Turn 12
Turn 13
Turn 10
Turn 8

Turn 9
Turn 10
Turn 7
Turn 6

Turn 6
Turn 7
Turn 4
Turn 4

Pick out and place in the bag the following anomaly tiles: Hatches
Closed!, Deactivated Terminals, Low Batteries, Explosions and
Panic. At the start of any turn with an anomaly counter, take one of
these tiles at random from the bag and place it on the active zone on
the board.
Remove all special cards from the ADELE deck, shuffle the rest and set the deck aside.
Also, place all the hazard tokens in a pile nearby. Return the ADELE board and the
energy token back to the box, back to the box, you will not need it.
ADELE’S PHASE
During her phase, ADELE generates and places on the board a number of hazards depending on the number of players, as follows:

>> 2 hazards

>> 2 hazards

>> 3 hazards

>> 4 hazards

To generate these hazards, draw a card and check both locations based on the parameters on the priority chart. If the first condition doesn’t apply to either of the two locations, move to the next until one of them fulfills the conditions of a priority. If both of
them do (for example: both are locations where there’s a crew member like priority A or both are mission locations like priority B),
choose at random which one should receive the hazard.
Once the location is chosen and which priority applies, follow the steps on the chart to choose the hazard. This, most of the time,
requires a d6 roll and consulting the table, keeping in mind that ADELE:
Does not place two hazards of the same type in the same location.
Does not place a Fire hazard

where there’s a Darkness hazard

Does not place a Blocked Door hazard

and vice versa.

in a room without unblocked door frames.

Does not place a hazard if she doesn’t have tokens of this type left.
In all the above cases, go to the next lower result (e.g. use 4 if 5 is not possible) until you find a hazard that you can bring into play.
If there is none, ADELE places no token (so, she places one fewer hazard this turn).
Remember: in this format, ADELE doesn’t expend energy and she has all the hazard tokens available.
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EXAMPLE OF AN ADELE’S PHASE
The crew has just completed
programing actions and they
are in this situation:

A Yellow player is in location 9.
B Red player is in location 10.
C Blue player is in location 2.

C

There’s an hypoxia hazard
in the location
.

A

B

Because it is a 3-player’s game, ADELE will draw 3 cards and follow the instructions of the priority table on page 5. The first card
drawn
shows locations 5/15. Both are very far from the players, so priority descends up to D, because location 5 contains a
Terminal. The die roll shows a 3, meaning a Computer Failure
is placed on the Courier Terminal.

1

The second card
shows locations 13/18 and, as they don’t meet any priority up to F, is discarded and another card is drawn
instead. This new one
shows locations 7/17. The former matches priority C, since it’s next to the yellow player. The roll is a 2,
meaning a door is blocked (the one closest to the player).

X

2

The last card
shows locations 2/7, but it will not affect 7 again since the blue player is in location 2 and this matches priority A,
which is higher. The roll shows a 5 so an hypoxia
should be placed but, since there’s already one there, the next lower result
applies and a fire hazard
is placed instead.

3
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PRIORITY

CONDITION

A

There’s a crew
member in the
location

1 >> Blocked Door (door frame at random)
2-3 >> Fire
4-5 >> Hypoxia
6 >> Darkness

Mission Location
(determined by the
scenario)

1 >> Blocked Door (door frame at random)
2 >> Fire
3-4 >> Hypoxia
5 >> Darkness
6 >> Computer Failure (first on computer,

B

HAZARD

second on terminal)

C

There’s a crew
member in an
adjacent location

D

The location
contains a Terminal
or an Alert Terminal

1-3 >> Blocked Door (in the door frame facing
the crew member)

4 >> Fire
5 >> Hypoxia
6 >> Darkness

If Terminal is operative:
1-3 >> Computer Failure (on the terminal)
4-6 >> As Priority A
(roll again)

If Terminal is disabled, as priority A

E

There’s a crew
member two locations
away

F

None of
the above
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As priority A
Discard the card and draw a new one
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